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 {i} the emergent treetops
Here is only vantage point where the visitors get to experience the sprawling amazon jungle. A simple 
panorama paltform sits 40m up in the air, hidden below the top leaves, and providing roosting points 
for birds such as the Harpia harpyja and the Ara macao.

 {ii} the canopy and understorey
The visitors emerge from underground and three views are framed: a slot at eye height to compose the 
lower branches, a slot at seated height to o�er a moment of pause, and the exit, a view out into the 
shaded walkway.

 {iii} the forest �oor
The forest �oor is where plant matter decomposes and there is little light. The architecture creates a 
bench for visitors to study insects and leaves, while at the eye level of the smaller animals like the 
Vermilingua and Panthera onca.The installation emerges from an underground tunnel to give the 
visitors the perfect view level for the scenario.

 {iv} the roots and soil
The soil is the foundation of the rainforest. Without the roots of the trees, the soil would wash away The 
architecture is a spiral ramp that allows the visitors to view the di�erent layers of the soil and the di�er-
ent root structures of the trees. The visitors are brought underground.

 {v} the river shoreline
The river shoreline is the amorphous boundary between forest and river. It also holds animals and 
plants that blur this boundary too. The view is framed by spliiting the path as the visitors move from 
underground to above ground, through the river shoreline. The visitors experience the transition 
between these zones as the climb up into daylight and the forest beyond.

 {vi} underwater
The underwater installation holds impressive views of river life. Visitors may lie on the glass �oor and 
watch Melanosuchus niger taking shelter underneath, or  Inia geo�rensis swimming along side, or just 
lie back and watch the sun �lter through the river water above.
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